
Knitting Club: Lab 3 

Brief Scenario:  

More than 50 million people knit or crochet to create fun and useful items, 

to relax, or to exchange ideas with fellow hobbyists at a regional guild or 

group. The local craft store in your community is offering a series of 

classes on knitting and crocheting techniques, and the manager has asked you 

to help promote the event.  

 

Information to put in (you decide how to best organize the information). 

Make sure you follow the 7x7 rule:  

The introductory course includes instruction on selecting yarn, hooks, and 

needles; reading patterns; and making basic stitches. The intermediate and 

advanced courses include knitting in the round; making sleeves, buttons 

holes, and cables; and bead and filet crocheting. Classes are scheduled for 

four weeks on consecutive Saturdays beginning the first week of every month. 

All students will learn new skills and complete a fashionable project, which 

could include creating afghans, hats, and scarves for community residents in 

need.  

 

Directions:  

Use the concepts and techniques presented in this chapter to prepare a 

presentation to promote the classes. Need to include shapes, wordart, and 

use of background fills. You can use photos from google, I have also 

provided some photos on my website you can choose to use. Make your design 

creative and unique. Check the rubric when finished. Run Spell check. Answer 

the following question: You made several decisions while creating the 

presentation in this assignment: where to place text, how to format the 

text, which graphical images to use, what styles and effects to apply, where 

to position the graphical images, how to format the graphical images, and 



which shapes to use to add interest to the presentation. What was the 

rationale behind each of these decisions? When you reviewed the document, 

what further revisions did you make and why? Where would you recommend 

showing this slide show? 

When Finished: Put your Red Cup up. Save. Minimize until Teacher comes to 

Grade. Work on your online courses. Finish FutureSmart. Work on Digital 

Literacy Course. Finished with both? Go to Google Classroom and find the 
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